Selecting Books for Children
Why it’s important
Children who have positive
reading experiences tend to
develop larger vocabularies,
become better readers and
perform better in school.
Selecting books that are just
right for a child is important so
that they aren’t reading books
that are too easy, too hard, or
that they have no interest in.
By following these simple and
easy steps, you can find books
that are just right.
MSU Extension recommends 30
minutes of literacy activities a
day and exploring a variety of
reading and literacy materials.
For more information or
additional resources visit:
http://msue.msu.edu/topic/info/
early_childhood_development

Five Finger Rule

» Choose a book that you think you will enjoy.
» Read the second page.
» Hold up a finger for each word you are not sure of or do
not know.
» If there are five or more words you did not know, you
should choose an easier book.
Is it a good fit?

Read two or three pages and ask yourself:
» Will it be an easy, fun book to read?
Is it a topic that interests me?
Do I understand what I am reading?
Do I know almost every word?
When I read it aloud, can I read it smoothly?
» Will this book be too hard for me?
Are there five or more words on a page that I don’t
know or am unsure of?
Is this book confusing and hard to understand by
myself?
When I read it aloud, does it sound choppy and slow?
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